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DVD before driving. For your safety: wear a helmet, eye protection and other protective gear. Fasten lateral net and seat belt at all times. Always remember that riding and alcohol/drugs don’t mix. ATV is for off-road use only. Never ride on paved su
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es the right, at any time, to discontinue or change specifications, prices, designs, features, models or equipment without incurring obligation. Some models depicted may include optional equipment. Read the atv vehicle (ATV) Operator’s Guide and watch the Safety
urfaces or public roads. Operator must be at least 16 years old. Passenger must be at least 12 years old and able to hold handgrips and plant feet while seated against the backrest. Never engage in stunt driving and avoid excessive speed.

EXCLUSIVE CAN-AM FEATURES
SSV

ATV

POWER LEADER
IN EVERY CLASS

ROTAX ENGINE
Rotax engines have become some
of the most sought after engines,
admired for their precision,
performance and reliability.

ROTAX ENGINE

SUSPENSIONS

We start building every Can-Am ATV with a Rotax engine
featuring best-in-class power and industry-leading
power-to-weight ratio. The whole ATV is designed to
work with this power, to give you a true performance
edge. That's true for all of our signature engines.

Maximize bump absorption with the
TTI and TTA. The Torsional Trailing
A-Arms (TTA) designed specifically
for utility and recreational usage will
provide a smooth ride whatever the
terrain, while the Torsional Trailing
Arm Independent suspension (TTI)
ensures the vehicle moves only in
the direction you point it, resulting
in better traction and optimal transfer
of power to the ground.

2-YEAR WARRANTY
ON CAN-AM
MODELS

TTI SUSPENSION
The only independent rear suspension that eliminates
scrub and camber changes, the wheels pivot up and
down rather than in a butterfly motion. This ensures
the vehicle moves only in the direction you point it.
Reconfigured for improved traction and optimal transfer
of power to the ground.

For 2 year after you take delivery of
the vehicle, we protect its abilities
with a full factory warranty.

DPS

ERGONOMICS

LinQ

VISCO-LOK

Dynamic Power Steering (DPS)
improves steering feel in slowspeed working situations and in
more technical terrain. It's also
designed to offer less assistance
at high speeds and more
assistance at low speeds.

We don't just put a seat onto an
excellently performing machine,
we design the entire vehicle
around you. The seat position
and cushion are designed to
maximize comfort and offer an
optimal position for the rider so
you can keep going on the trail!

The exclusive LinQ quick-attach
system that enables you to add
and remove Can-Am accessories
in just seconds, including trunk
boxes, modular bags, rack
extensions and more.

Our exclusive progressive
auto-locking front differential
constantly monitors front-wheel
speed. If it detects one wheel
spinning faster than the other, it
sends morepower to the wheel
with better traction. The rider
doesn't have to do anything to
activate it. And the Visco-Lok
auto-locking front differential
comes without a speed limiter.

INDUSTRY-LEADING
195 HORSEPOWER

TOBY PRICE CHOOSES CAN-AM
“Really stoked with the Can-Am Maverick X3.
It’s an amazing thing.”
Toby Price (2019 Dakar Rally winner and 6-time Finke champion)
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